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Dinner For One

Percussion Key (Traditional Notation)

For solo percussion.

The passages of traditional notation should be performed in a conventional manner, as notated.

Commissioned by Louise Devenish
Premiered by Louise Devenish at Australian Music for One Percussionist, 5 December, 2014

The standard beaters to be used throughout the performance should be woven mallets of a medium
degree of firmness. At times the performers will be instructed to perform with hands, as instructed by
the ‘touch’ articulation below.

Total duration: ~8 minutes
Sam Gillies (2014)

Temple Bowls (low pitch - high pitch)

Program Note
Usually around about the time I reach a third draft of a work I have to throw it away and start
completely fresh. Some might consider this to be disheartening but for me it’s usually a byproduct of
some breakthrough which means that the piece finally has some direction and purpose. Dinner For
One started with a simple exchange of ideas. Louise would take a draft and provide feedback to me as
to what she thought did and didn’t work, while provided ideas of her own - a process made difficult
through the filter of skype conversations and email. These multiple influences sat uneasily for a few
drafts until I finally realised that I needed to get out of the piece’s way, and create a musical space for
Louise to respond to the work in the performance itself.
There are two kinds of material in Dinner For One, notated material and graphical material. In these
later sections the performer must respond to the graphical material and build their own performance
from the suggested visual relationships. As the piece progresses the amount of time devoted to notated
material diminishes inversely to the amount of the time the performer spends performing graphic
notation. The traditionally notated material becomes a focus point for the performers interpretation, a
piece of history fixed at a moment in time amongst an otherwise permeable and open performance
inevitably rooted in the now. A ghost at a table with one chair.

General Notes

Sandpaper

Snare (small - large)

Snare articulation (rim hit - shell hit - drag/scrape skin of snare)

Gong - Cymbal

Percussion kit:

-

4 Temple Bowls
1 Sandpaper
2 Snares
1 Wind Gong
1 Cymbal
3 China Bowls

Dinner for One mixes graphical and traditional forms of notation. Instructions for the performance of the
graphical material is listed in a separate section, and consists of its own unique sets of rules for
interpretation and performance.

China Bowl (low pitch - high pitch)

Touch Articulation. Touch kit piece without making any kind of
deliberate sound. The resulting sound should be a passive
impression of this interaction. eg: the release of pressure from
a snare or cymbal.
Passages that utilise this technique are listed as ‘With Hands’.
Affects all kit pieces

Graphical Objects
Parts of the score consist of graphical representations of musical relationships. These graphics are not
an invitation to improvise, rather should be interpreted and mediated by the performer with an ear to
how the graphical material relates to the passages of traditional notation. Some instructions as to what
different shapes suggest are provided, however as long as a performance is built upon these intentions
any realisation of this graphic material is valid, provided it is approached in an honest and thoughtful
way.
There are a number of recurring graphical figures throughout the work. Suggested interpretations of
these symbols are provided here. Not all sound events can be performed on a given page. In many
cases there are multiple paths a performer can take through the material; the performer should find the
path that makes the most sense to them.
For each passage of graphical material, the elements of the percussion kit to be used are listed in the
score. This means that the graphical notation does not relate to the notation key used in the
traditionally notated passages. Instead the performer is free to select any of the kit pieces used in a
section and assign them to a particular point on the score. The performer should interpret the vertical
orientation of events as potential degrees of timbral or performative variation.
Straight lines: Straight lines generally indicate a root pitch or sound event upon which all other events
are built on, or depart from.
Dotted lines: Are used to indicate the sporadic continuation of a sound, that is a sound may be struck
and reintroduced at any point across the duration of the line.
Curved lines: Curved lines indicate a departure or gradated variation to an original sound event. The
significance of the deviation is proportional to the degree of variation embarked upon by other lines in
the graphic.
Small Circles (Solid): Small, solid circles indicate a strong sound event, or a sound event that the kit
piece can sound without difficulty. eg: a direct strike. In the case that events are connected by such a
circle, the performer should transition between these two sound events.
Small Circles (Hollow): Small, hollow circles indicate a weak sound event, or a sound event that the
kit piece can sound only through significant exertion. eg: striking the bell or edge of a cymbal, or
rubbing a surface. In the case that events are connected by such a circle, the performer should
transition between these two sound events.
Large Circles on Dotted Lines: Indicate passages of resonance on a particular kit piece.
Large Circles with Intersections: Large circles located above or below the staves with lines
intersecting at different angles represent the position on a kit piece a sound should be sounded, and
the number of mallets used. If more than two intersections are given the performer should choose two
options, or alternatively attempt to sound all three across a given passage.
Triangles: Triangles indicate pointed, timbral variations to the original sound event.

